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WELCOME TO INSIGHT: 
President's message
WELCOME TO INSIGHT: 
President's message
Anna Zakonyi,

OxWIB President

Add a

subheading

Having joined OxWIB at the same

time as the launch of Insight in

Michaelmas 2018, it is fantastic to

have seen the progression of the

magazine to the university-

spanning publication it is today. 

2020 marks the start of a new decade which promises countless

new discoveries, creations, and collaborations all across the world.

Our fifth edition of Insight reflects this exciting new phase in global

development by focusing on the theme of 'Innovation'. Whether

this be in technology or social policy, economics or art, we've asked

our members to contribute their thoughts on what 'Innovation'

means to them. I hope you enjoy reading the articles in this edition

as much as I did, and that it showcases to you the talent of both

our members and our Marketing Team, who have worked hard to

deliver such an impressive magazine. Thank you to Grace, Issy, Leia

and Mary, our Editors this term; they have done an amazing job,

and Insight would not have been possible without them.

 

Anna Zakonyi

President, Hilary 2020
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NOTES FROM THE EDITORSNOTES FROM THE EDITORS

 

Grace Ford, Contents Editor

Mary McBain, Graphics Editor

Leia Liew, Graphics Editor

I am so grateful to have worked with Leia and Grace to edit this magazine. I

think this edition has a particularly pertinent theme considering the transition

into a new decade. I hope you appreciate the graphics we have designed to go

alongside the incredible submissions we have received this term. It has been a

really fun process so I hope you enjoy reading Insight HT20 as much as I have

enjoyed designing it. We also hope you'll be encouraged to write for our TT20

Insight or even join the TT20 OxWIB committee. 

It has been an honour and an amazing opportunity to have worked

alongside Mary and Grace to create and design the HT20 Insight magazine! I

absolutely love the theme of innovation and the articles that have been

featured are extremely interesting. They have a wide range of topics which

makes it so much more fun to design. Not only do I hope that you enjoy

reading the wonderful articles complemented by the creative designs, I also

hope that this edition of Insight will inspire you to continue innovating

throughout your lives

Welcome to Hilary Term, and the 5th edition of Insight! With this term’s

theme, Innovation, we hope to inspire both writers and readers to consider a

broad range of sectors and the different forms that innovation can take. It

has been a pleasure to read everyone’s interpretation of this theme, with

submissions on areas including business, fashion, food, technology and

science, among others. As well as such varied explorations of innovation, you

will find insights from inspiring OxWIB alumna relating to their internships

and the application processes for them. There is truly something for everyone

within these pages.Thank you to the fantastic design editors, Issy, Mary and

Leia, for creating this beautiful edition of Insight, and thank you to everyone

who submitted a piece, for making Insight possible!
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Innovation is fantastic, there is no doubt about
that. In order for a society to make progress, it
needs to be subjected to change, criticism and
new ideas. We need the people who stand up in
the middle of a sitting crowd and say: “I have
thought of this new thing that I believe you are
going to like.” But sometimes, innovation comes at
a price.  Some of these new ideas are short-lived,
Pokémon Go being one example (although that
did actually get my friend off the sofa for three
whole weeks, so I’m happy); another example is
that new and groundbreaking eyebrow shaping
tool that was all over television and Youtube last
year (you know, the one that came and saw and
left again before anyone really had time to reflect
upon its existence). The list could be made long.
However, in this sea of fascinating and creative
solutions to our quotidian struggles, only a few stay
afloat, and those that do tend to be here to stay. I
for one am not ashamed to admit that I would not
survive more than maximum three days without
my trusty friend Google Maps (I was once lost in
the woods for two hours during an orientation
exam because I held the map upside down. Yes,
we’re on that level.) Similarly, despite my
complaining constantly about modern technology
and how much I would rather just have a flip
phone, even I have to admit that mobile banking is
quite convenient.

So, what is not to like about it then, if innovation is
all fabulous and fun? My personal problem with
the innovative mindset is that it teaches us never
to be satisfied with what we have already
achieved. We can always do more and do it better.
I ask you not to misunderstand me here. Of course
progress and development is great and it is
something we should all strive towards in
everything we do; however, this ambition can also
have a detrimental effect on our well-being and
peace of mind. It is so easy to constantly be five
steps ahead mentally and it makes us blind to
what is happening right in front of us. Taking
myself as an example, I spent most of my time in
secondary school mapping out what I was going to
do in sixth form, and in sixth form I had very grand
ideas of everything that I was going to achieve at
university. Now, this is where I would love to
smugly announce that I have seen the light, and
that I definitely have not decided that after I
graduate I am going to to live in a flat in London
with a West Highland Terrier called Figaro and
have a perfectly polished Nespresso machine in my
kitchen that will constantly smell of newly brewed
coffee and cinnamon buns. Absolutely not. The
thought has never crossed my mind. Carpe Diem.

This may come as a shock to some so particularly
sensitive readers might want to sit down: we are
actually allowed to give ourselves a pat on the
back every now and then and say: “Well done
there”. In our case, we could say something along
the lines of: “Well done girl for getting into one of
the best universities in the world. Let’s celebrate
this for a while before we move on to even bigger
and better things that the future may hold.” I
would love to see a similar change on a societal
level. It may just be I who is secretly a granny on
the inside (I am), but I feel like I barely have time to
get used to the latest iPhone before a new version
is available to purchase in the shops. Or the fact
that laptops nowadays are so funky and high-tech
that you can’t insert a DVD anymore (Grumpy? Me?
Never). 
 
Ladies, I believe I have made my point. Innovation
is fantastic, but it should not come at the price of
forgetting to rejoice in what we have already
achieved.

I am genuinely trying to live more in the present
and be content with what I have. Being satisfied
and having an innovative and ambitious mindset
are not two mutually exclusive things. My point is
that while innovations are great and help shape
both society and individuals into the best version
of themselves, we must appreciate more often,
both on a big and a small scale, how far we have
already come.

INNOVATION AT A PRICE

By Isabelle Anderbjork

Trinity college
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innovating to make fashion
sustainable 

 As part of the ‘Instagram generation’ we are
constantly bombarded with new fashion trends
and styles. Fast fashion moves at a pace and
influencers are paid a lot of money to convince
us that we NEED the newest must-haves. This
relentless marketing, coupled with cheap prices
and easy online delivery, makes it incredibly
difficult to resist the allure of constantly buying
new clothes.
 
However, our addiction to fast fashion comes at
a serious environmental cost. Oxfam’s 2019
survey on the environmental impact of fast
fashion estimates that the UK buys two tonnes of
clothing each minute, and these two tonnes
produce 50 tonnes of carbon emissions! This
means fast fashion in the UK alone produces the
same amount of carbon emissions that would be
produced by driving 162,000 miles in a car each
and every minute! But it is not simply the
emissions from fast fashion that are alarming.
The reliance on polyester as a fast fashion
material is contributing to micro-plastic
pollution in our water. Polyester is non-
biodegradable, made from fossil fuels, and one
wash-load can release 700,000 microplastic
fibres into the environment. Many of these fibres
end up in our seas and rivers causing major
damage to the ecosystems within them.
Furthermore, although vibrant colours and
beautiful prints are very appealing in garments,
many of these features are achieved by using
toxic chemicals that go on to pollute water
sources. Textile dying is the second largest
polluter of clean water globally, beaten only be
agriculture. Clothes production is also heavily
water intensive, one kilo of cotton (around the
amount needed to make one pair of jeans and a
shirt) uses 10,000-20,000 litres of water. Many of
the countries that supply our fast fashion habit
suffer from water scarcity, the little water they
do have being used to feed the demand for fast
fashion. Our thirst for newness, driven by fast
marketing, is killing our planet.

However, as people are becoming more aware of
the importance of sustainability, there has been a
shift away from using fast fashion. More and more
people are buying second hand and there has
been major innovation to find ways to create
fashion in a sustainable way to meet this growing
awareness of the cost of fast fashion. For example,
A type of thread has been developed that when
heated to a certain temperature the thread will
dissolve, making zips and buttons fall off so that
the fabric can be used again. This is a step to
making clothing easily recyclable, as recycling
standard garments is so labour intensive it rarely
happens. This thread ‘Smart Stitch’ is aiming to
help the fashion industry shift from the standard
linear business model- where clothes end up going
to landfill, to a circular model, where materials are
reused or composted.

Ideas for compostable clothing are also taking off,
with fabric now being made out of crop waste,
algae and mycelium (the thread-like part of fungi).
In theory, fast fashion could be sustainable if it was
made differently. The Innovation leader for the
H&M Foundation, Erik Bang, suggests that “we
need to find a way where fashion in general- both
fast and slow- are operating within the planetary
boundaries and have a positive impact instead of a
negative one. You can play with the thought of
super-fast fashion that you wear and put in the
ground and it decomposes very quickly, enters
back into the biological cycle very quickly, and it’s
made for one-time use”. Further innovation is
happening in regard to the packaging associated
with fashion. Instead of using plastic hangers,
many brands are developing cardboard hangers
that can be recycled. 20 billion plastic hangers go
to landfill each year so finding an alternative will
have a significant environmental impact. Further
work is being done to develop compostable
packaging to wrap stock and send deliveries.
Plastic packaging used by most fashion brands
takes 500 years to decompose, whereas a
compostable alternative takes only 24 weeks.
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The benefits to businesses of aiming for
sustainability may not only be environmental, a
report released by the Global Fashion Agenda
and Boston Consulting Group suggests that
implementing sustainable practices can actually
increase profits. Allocating resources more
efficiently, building better working conditions
and using sustainable materials could boost
margins by 1-2 percent by 2030 according to the
report. Furthermore, when companies hold
themselves accountable publicly, it can create
goodwill with consumers. In a world with a
growing environmental conscience, it is crucial
that companies are looking for ways to become
more sustainable if they wish to survive.Placards
held by extinction rebellion supporters
campaigning outside Victoria Beckham’s
catwalk venue read “Business as usual is killing
the planet” and they are right; a failure of fashion
brands to change practice will be extremely
damaging for the planet. The fashion industry at
all levels needs to innovate and find new
business practices that prevent our love of
clothes from causing serious environmental
harm.

By Isobel Chappell

worcestEr college
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Feminist AI, Data
Diversity and Other
Dreams:
Artificial intelligence (AI) was explored by Turing
(think of our friend Cumberbatch in the Imitation
Game) who developed an AI test. If a computer
and a human were to message each other,
someone reading these shouldn’t be able to tell
who was who. So how much of the AI and the
impending doom of a singularity seen in the media
is true? Separating fact from fiction whilst focusing
on improving the current services is a necessity.
 
Although no technology passes this test perfectly
so far, current AI may learn similarly to humans.
Systems like deep convolutional neural networks
have been used for face recognition, functioning
like human facial recognition processes. They work
via feedforward neural networks of many layers of
neuron-like units, recoding raw images in a
distributed fashion across different neural layers.
Success at facial identification involves being
trained with large volumes of facial identities. The
sea of faces we encounter daily is the equivalent to
that data. 
 
AI doesn’t have to resemble abstract neural
networks alone, with elements of science fiction
merging with reality. Consider Sophia, David
Hanson’s creation, a robot that according to
Hanson Robotics’ description is blending what the
future of AI could look like with research. She’s
been interviewed on talk shows, displays facial
expressions, and even made jokes about
destroying humanity, which Neverov the United
Russian party representative did not find “the least
bit amusing.” Goertzel (advisor for Hanson
Robotics) explained that Sophia uses three
systems, which are not as out there as world
dominating, scheming autonomous cognition.
Only one, “Opencog,” comes close to independent
thought, trying to implement emotions in robots,
and it’s still being worked on. If this hasn’t calmed
dystopian nightmares playing out in your mind,
Hanson suggested that the future of AI could see
us working alongside them as friends. Apparently
the best way to create an AI is to raise it like a
child, causing it to take in all the best human
values. Seems plausible, right?

Wrong, wrong, wrong you should be crying. The
fact that no one, not even that annoyingly flawless
family, has raised perfect children should highlight
the issues with that thought process. The problem
doesn’t just arise from the inability to sustain an
ideal family model, but from society as a whole.
Let’s start with Sophia herself. Often one of the first
things mentioned about her are her “Hollywood
Actress Audrey Hepburn looks.” It is true to say that
she fits the western, female beauty standard; slim,
made up, with delicate features and blue eyes.
Robots are often designed to look like submissive
stereotypically pretty females. A mismatch
between reality and what the well publicised
robots present exists. A greater diversity of models
are slowly entering the beauty industry, as
demanded particularly by female consumers who
have been empowered by social media. Unilever
found that women are expecting marketing
campaigns to include a range of ethnicities and
genders alongside body sizes and shapes. This
hasn’t reached the AI sector.

It’s not just the physical appearance of potentially
intelligent robots that’s got me worried about
lacking diversity. Think about unlocking your
phone. You have a password or your fingerprint
gets a quick check. Maybe face recognition grants
you access. Well, maybe not all of you. If you’re a
pale male, then most definitely. If you’re a woman
of colour then the chances are looking cloudy.
Enter Joy Buolamwini. She wears boldly coloured
hexagonal glasses and looks utterly professional in
a head scarf. This Ghanian-American computer
scientist discovered a problem in face tracking
software available online whilst trying to use it in
her studies. It would often not be able to recognise
her face, but did not find any difficulty in tracking
white masks. Buolamwini synthesizes slam,
science and scintillating art projects to raise
awareness of this bias. She doesn’t just educate
but conducts research too. Her thesis looked at big
names like IBM, Amazon and Microsoft, analyzing
whether their complex facial recognition software
showed biases against people of nonwhite origin.
As previous data sets fed into these programs did
not include an accurate representation of different
ethnicities, she created her own. 7



She included a more representative proportion of
men and women of different skin colours using
images from the top ten nations for representing
women in parliament (listed by the UN). She then
tested the face software with this. The best case
scenario was Microsoft. Pale male faces were
identified with 100% accuracy, but darker females
with only 79.2% accuracy. Not looking great,
considering the uses of facial recognition software
outside of a phone unlocking context. In the US, it
is used for security purposes, so being inaccurately
identified could lead to police involvement.
Regardless of your innocence. Responding to these
alarming findings, Buolamwini created the
Algorithm Justice League, which aims to highlight,
identify and mitigate bias in AI services. This is part
of her work to eradicate the coded gaze which
represents the preferences and unconscious biases
of technology creators.

The coded gaze surpasses facial recognition
software. Susan Leavy explores the need to
incorporate feminist linguistic theory into machine
learning to reduce the impact of gender bias in
language. Looking at the English language
provides an insight into how bias can creep into
this process. Leavy highlights that men are
described regarding their actions and women to
their appearances. Did you notice the way I first
described Buolamwini’s looks, wasting words that
could’ve gone to her 1 million plus viewed Ted talk
and involvement in the MIT Media Lab? That’s just
one example. Another is Sophia’s Hepburn
appearance preceding her other qualities as a
female robot. I’ve made my point. If this is the data
we are giving machines, we can’t expect AI to
extract the best human values. Leavy suggests the
solution is to advance women’s careers in AI,
avoiding feminist advances being undone. 
 
The future is diversity and inclusivity in the AI
sector, to avoid biases, relating to gender or
ethnicity. Innovations can only be as innovative as
their innovators. Buolamwini and Leavy challenge
us to question the society we live in and whether
the existing machine learning process is
satisfactory. Let us all be willing to learn.

By Marie Klampe

somerville college
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The Technovation Challenge is the world’s largest
technology entrepreneurship program for adolescent
girls. The competition is an opportunity for girls to learn
the skills which will enable them to become tech
entrepreneurs and leaders in the STEM industry. The
teams are tasked with identifying a problem in their
community and are then challenged to solve it. 
 
One in two Albanian women suffer from domestic abuse,
announces the  pitch video  for Team D3c0ders app
GjejZâ, which won first place in its group. Albanian for
“find your voice,” GjejZâ addresses a problem that the
girls encounter daily in the media and their personal
lives. Dea Rrozhani and fellow D3c0ders team members
Jonada Shukarasi and Arla Hoxha set out to create an
app based on three pillars: “Helping the user identify the
problem, empowering them, and then enabling them to
take action,” Rrozhani said.
 
“In Albania, gender inequality  is rooted in a culture that
does not acknowledge women's rights, depreciates
them and normalizes abuse. What  is  worse is that our
generation is growing up with the same outdated
mentality that has existed in our country for centuries. If
we, as girls who live in such an environment, don't do
anything about it, no one ever will,” said Jonada
Shukarasi. 
 
The app starts with a quiz designed to raise awareness of
what constitutes gender-based violence. “It’s about self-
reflection and serving as an early warning mechanism
for people and questioning their whole perception on
gender-based violence,” Rrozhani said. Women are made
aware of their own miseducation and
misunderstandings of domestic violence through their
answers to the quiz. This raises their consciousness to
behaviours that support the cycle of violence in their
own lives and those of their friends and family.  
 
The next stage is a 30-day program that educates
women on myths and truths of domestic violence and
empowers them through mindfulness exercises and
success stories from women who have survived abusive
relationships.
 
The app is not only empowering but also practical. “One
of the main points of our app is connecting scattered
resources in our country,” Rrozhani stated. “We have all
these NGOs and all these institutions that are designed
to help women, but most [women] do not know that
they exist.” The app offers direct connection to not just
non-profits, but to emergency services, psychologists,
lawyers, doctors, and shelters that help women who
suffer from domestic violence.

Teenage girls fight community gender violence with coding

GjejZâ (Find Your Voice):
The opportunities menu is a forum for
businesses to post job opportunities,
workshops and discounts and coupons
aimed at women and encourages
independence. This aspect would be a
strong incentive for women to download
the app, but to enter the opportunities
menu, the user would still go through the
entrance questionnaire. This thereby
ensures that even women who may not
recognise or see themselves as
experiencing or witnessing gender
violence, would become aware.
 
The team received a prize of $15,000 to
further develop the app and make an
impact for women in Albania and even
internationally. However, the team did not
wait for the final to take the profile of their
app to a more influential level as they had
already met with 2 female deputy
ministers of Albania and is a sneak peak of
their exciting future.

By

Aditi Shringarpure

exeter college
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‘A GROUP OF DRAGONS GAINING A
LEADER’ – INNOVATION THROUGH

CHINA’S ‘BELT AND ROAD INITIATIVE’

                 ~ “a group of dragons, but no leader” 

(a Chinese proverb)

When we think of ‘dragons’ on the global scale, we
tend to think of global superpowers: the USA,
Russia and China are likely the first countries that
come to mind. However, the latter of the ‘Big
Three’ is seeking to draw upon the potential of less
conventional ‘dragons’ by connecting developing
countries in Asia, Europe and Africa through the
global economic strategy of the ‘Belt and Road
Initiative’. With an agenda based on a construct
almost as old as the myths of dragons themselves,
the ‘ancient Silk Road’, China stands ready to drive
the development of these countries with an
Initiative that promises to innovate not only on the
economic plane, but in sectors ranging from
technology to culture to political strategy as well.
 
So what is the ‘Belt and Road Initiative’? The BRI
was first announced in 2013 by the Chinese
President Xi Jinping during official visits to
Indonesia and Kazakhstan. Described by President
Xi as ‘China’s globalisation strategy in the new era’,
the BRI covers an expansive geographic scope of
65 countries. However, the Initiative boasts the
support of 132 countries worldwide, with the press
office of the Eurasion Development Bank reporting
that these partner countries account for 35% of
global GDP, 43% of the global trade in goods, and
60% of the world’s population. With such support,
it can easily be seen why the BRI has been hailed
the ‘Peace Road’ of the future (J. Matthews,
Director of the ‘Association of Southeast Asian
Nations Education Centre’). Indeed, the
overarching objective of the Initiative is to enhance
economic integration, cultural exchange, mutual
understanding and trust amongst the member
nations, and to create a global program through
which capital inflows, talent, and technology
innovations can be shared.
 
 

To understand the basis of the Initiative, one must
first concentrate on the BRI’s economic outlook.
The BRI consists primarily of two trade routes,
which are what gave the Initiative its name. These
routes are the Silk Road Economic Belt (linking
China to Central and South Asia, and later to
Europe), and the New Maritime Silk Road (linking
China to the nations of South East Asia, the Gulf
Countries, North Africa, and then to Europe). The
two main trade routes are further connected to
partner countries through a network of six
economic corridors: (1) the New Eurasian Land
Bridge; (2) the China-Central Asia-West Asia
Corridor; (3) the China-Pakistan Corridor; (4) the
Bangladesh-China- Myanmar Corridor; (5) the
China-Mongolia-Russia Corridor; (6) the China-
Indochina Peninsula Corridor. By developing the
rail and maritime networks linking these countries,
China aims to spur their infrastructural and trade
development, thereby supporting their economic
growth and integration into the global economy.
 
Although improvement and greater efficiency in
cross-border trading and economic integration can
be seen as a key motivation for the development of
such networks, the aim of these corridors is not
only related to trade and economic growth. In the
next phase of globalisation, China seeks to
facilitate greater exchange of knowledge, skills,
and technology innovations across the BRI
network. Leading strategists of the BRI have
expressed their desire to embrace the trend
towards a multipolar world, and encourage the
development of stronger and more trusting
relationships amongst member nations through
their shared participation in the Initiative. The
relationships developed through the BRI offer
scope for innovation not only in the economic
field, but also across scientific, technological, and
cultural frontiers. Charles C. Mann described how
the ancient precedent for the BRI sparked
innovation across Europe, thanks to “a whole
bunch of big technological shocks occur[ing]
when Asian innovations – paper, gunpowder, the
stirrup, the moldboard plow, and so on – came to
Europe via the Silk Road”.
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A similar trend can be predicted with the modern-
day version of the network, as partner countries
seek to pursue the four major initiatives outlined
by President Xi in the ‘Belt and Road Science,
Technology and Innovation Cooperation Action
Plan’, announced at the First Belt and Road Forum
for International Cooperation in Beijing, 2017: (1)
scientific and people-to-people exchanges; (2) joint
research labs; (3) technology park cooperation; (4)
technology transformation. The execution of this
Plan can be evidenced by innovations already
occurring across the BRI network. For example, a
national level population database has been built
in Angola with the aid of China’s big data and
artificial intelligence service providers, putting an
end to the era in which the Angolan local
governments had to record all population
information by hand. China has also built a
network for technology transfer and cooperation
which encompasses five technology transfer
platforms in ASEAN, South Asia, Arab countries,
Central Asia and Central and Eastern Europe, and
has initiated a group of joint research centres in
Africa. Through such programs, the BRI promises
to increase international cooperation in
technology and scientific innovation, thereby
stimulating a greater rate of development in socio-
economic conditions and intellectual innovation
across the involved countries.
 
The aim of global cooperation has meant that the
invitation for all nations to join the BRI has
regularly been declared by the Initiative’s leading
strategists. Although some countries have
expressed concern about the underlying intentions
of the Initiative, such as the supposed aim of
creating a quasi-‘sphere of influence’ in the East at
the expense of leading Western powers, China has
repeatedly claimed that such intentions do not
exist. Instead, strategists of the BRI have argued
that the leading motivation for the Initiative on
China’s behalf is the desire to share its economic
power and experience with developing countries
in order to further promote globalisation. China
expects to export its goods, infrastructure and
expertise to these countries, and share its
experience in evolving from an inward-looking,
agricultural country to an industrialised,
modernised, and globalised power during the last
few decades. Indeed, Xi Jinping expressed at the
2017 Belt and Road Forum for International
Cooperation in Beijing his belief that “we find
ourselves in a world fraught with challenges”, and
that “global growth requires new drivers,
development needs to be more inclusive and
balanced, and the gap between the rich and the
poor needs to be narrowed”. According to
President Xi, the BRI was the strategy which was to
achieve these goals, with China being the Eastern
power capable of guiding partner countries in such
growth and development.

Going back to the proverb with which this article
began, it does seem that the ‘group of dragons’ of
Asia, Africa and Europe have found their ‘leader’ in
the form of the Chinese figurehead of the ‘Belt and
Road Initiative’. Through its ongoing stimulation of
the growth of economic networks across these
developing countries, the BRI seems set to create
an integrated, mutually beneficial and innovative
network of countries dedicated to co-supported
growth and prosperity. Thus, in an era of
globalisation and outward-looking economic
strategy, the BRI is a fitting example of large-scale
innovation across a range of sectors, as based upon
more focalised innovation in the approach, scale
and execution of economic development.

By Anna Zakonyi

pembroke college
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There are also varying types of disruption in the
finance and legal sectors. For example, Fintech
could refer to new entrants, start-ups and attackers
looking to enter financial services or it could refer to
existing financial institutions that are investing in
technology to improve performance, respond to
competitive threats, and cut costs. The advantage
of these new entrants is that they use state-of-the
art technology, operate a leaner business, and focus
on those business segments with higher returns.
However, there are also disadvantages to these new
start-ups such as a lack of customer base,
reputation and, limited access to capital markets.
For existing financial institutions, the biggest
hurdles relate to organisation and skills as much as
investing in technology at scale. Shifting from a
traditional mindset and adapting to the use of
technology is by no means easy. In general,
incumbents were initially slow to respond to
Fintech attackers, but now more and more retail
banks are upgrading digital experiences to match
fintech in their core banking products. For example,
Wells Fargo recently added a predictive banking
feature that analyses account information and
customer actions to provide tailored financial
guidance and insights, with over 50 types of
prompts. Goldman Sachs also launched Marcus to
enter into consumer finance, other banks are
following suit.

Disruption. This may not mean anything to you but
a synonym for ‘disturbance’ or ‘interference’. You
may have heard the term thrown around at a
networking event but not had a clue what this
means. What does disruption mean in the context
of the corporate world? Disruptors are fast-moving
companies, often start-ups, focused on a particular
innovative technology or process in everything from
mobile payments to insurance. I am going to focus
on two industries that can be seen as disruptors:
Fintech and Legal tech. The development of
specialised technology for the finance and legal
industry is being called disruption as it is changing
two of the most established and traditional
industries. Finance and Law have always been seen
as outdated and traditional. This has been true to a
wide extent as their systems and operations have
been slow to adapt, which is why companies like
EY and PWC have been gaining a competitive edge
in providing legal and financial services. I think the
term ‘disruption’ is apt as the development of these
new technologies are completely changing the
structure of these two huge industries with very
established practices. Of course, we have to be
careful to distinguish innovation from disruption as
technology in law and finance is not always
destructive.

Attackers and incumbents need not be enemies
however and many of them are now partnering.
For example, JP Morgan is now partnering with
OnDeck, Roostify, and Symphony (all Fintechs). In
the legal world, there is a trend of law firms
partnering withtech incubators and also
incorporating software such as Kira to improve
efficiency in analysing documents. But why might
new technology be disruptive to the legal industry?
Lawyers are no longer the sole providers of legal
services and so far no single provider has
successfully integrated legal, technological and
business expertise but the evidence suggests that
this will change. Take the collaboration between
Deloitte and Allen & Overy as an example. As law
firms are no longer sole providers of legal services
new legal tech firms could attach incumbents in
the same way that new Fintech firms are. All in all,
technology can bring many positive changes to the
financial and legal industries and it need not be
destructive. However, times are changing and if
incumbent firms do not keep up then they risk
losing out. To avoid doing so, firms should not fear
disruption but embrace it.

DISRuption:
What does it actually mean?

By Jennifer Hwang

Christ Church

college
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WHY GENDER
DIVERSITY IS NOT
BOARD DIVERSITY

During my first year at Brown University, I
became involved with sustainable investing as a
member of Brown’s Socially Responsible
Investment Fund. After realizing the importance
of employing capital as a way to effect positive
change, I opted to explore this field two summers
ago by interning with Just Invest, a new
sustainability focused asset manager. For my
summer project, I chose to focus on gender
diversity because this issue matters to me
personally. As a leader of a club supporting
women in STEM and combating negative
stereotypes, I’m acutely aware of how far we’ve
come, but more importantly, how far we have to
go.
 
Before I started, I came up with questions I
wanted to explore through the project. What
does it mean for a company to be gender diverse?
Are there meaningful relationships between
financial performance and factors that define
gender diversity?
 
I began by researching existing gender focused
funds and their definitions of gender diversity.
The funds included Barclays Women in
Leadership, SPDR SSGA Gender Diversity Index
ETF, and the PAX Ellevate Global Women’s
Leadership Fund. Immediately, I noticed strong
similarities -- all three considered the
representation of
women on a company’s board of directors and in
executive leadership as a key investment criteria.
In evaluating the performance of these funds, for
a one year period, I also noted that these funds
have recently underperformed relative to indices
such as the MSCI World or MSCI USA (Appendix),
and I couldn’t help but wonder if these funds
were missing important factors when it comes to
gender diversity.
 
Gender Diversity is Not Board Diversity:

To me, corporate gender diversity enables
women to have the same representation and
treatment as men at all levels of a company.
Taking this into account, looking at the Board of
Directors as a main metric of defining gender
diversity is not enough. First, there is an immense  
amount of overlap on the boards -- 39/50 of the
largest companies in the S&P 500 are directly
connected to one another through 1 or more
board members

total employees
senior managers
corporate executives
employees promoted to manager level and
above
top 10% of earners
profit-and-loss executives
direct reports to the CEO
in charge of billion dollar divisions
board of directors

As a result, only a small number of women
actually count towards a gender diversity goal,
which, in my opinion, does not address the
gender gap sufficiently.
 
To test my belief, I investigated if representation
of women on boards correlates with
representation of women at all levels of a
corporation. Using two sets of data covering ~100
companies from the National Association for
Female Executives and
Working Mother, I found no correlation between
female representation on the board and female
representation within its total employees, senior
managers, employees promoted to manager level
and above, and top 10% of earners
 
This finding highlights the problems with lack of
data regarding gender diversity -- representation
of women on boards is one of most readily
available statistics, and, thus, one of the most
widely used, but it does not sufficiently infer
gender diversity within a company’s employees.
Because of this, existing investment funds’ heavy
reliance on this factor strikes me as an
incomplete approach to constructing a gender
equality portfolio.
 
What defines gender diversity?

If board diversity is not enough, what else should
we consider? I looked to find other factors such as
% women employees or weeks of maternal leave
to give more comprehensive views of what makes
companies gender diverse. I also wanted to see if
each factor alone was a good indicator of gender
diversity as a whole in the firm. In other words,
would these factors correlate with higher
presence of women throughout a company?
As part of the internship, I analyzed two data sets.
The first set of data includes percent of women by
the following categories:
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percentage of women employees, managers and
executives, new hires
weeks of maternity/paternity/adoptive parent
leave
percentage of women to participate in: career
counseling, management leadership training,
mentoring
if the company offers backup childcare and
eldercare
if managers are trained to manage work-life and
flexibility concerns
pipeline advancement
percent of employees who telecommute

The second set of data contained the following
factors:

 
After regressing these factors against each other,
two at a time, the only notable relationship was that
higher % of women at a certain level of a firm is a
positive indicator that there would be higher % of
women across all levels in the same firm.
 
Surprisingly, factors such as maternity leave benefits
and telecommuting were not good indicators of
diversity. In other words, diversity achievement at a
certain level of a firm is the very best indicator of
overall gender diversity within a firm. 
 
Does gender diversity affect financial returns?

Some people might wonder if these factors
correlated with financial returns (1, 3, 5 year stock
returns.) To try to answer this question, I ran
regressions on both sets of the above data against
the 1,3 and 5 year returns for the publicly traded
companies in the datasets. Here too I found no
significant correlation between each individual
factor and company stock returns.
 
Across the factors, I did not see evidence of a
relationship between these factors and financial
returns. Perhaps not surprisingly, the connection
between company behaviors and financial returns
defies simple data relationships over short time
periods. However, as a young woman soon to join
the workforce, I believe that paying attention to
these additional sets of gender diversity factors is
important. As I evaluate prospective companies, I
will certainly look beyond mere board diversity
statistics.
 
What I’ve learned and what’s next
For simplicity, I’ve summarized this article into two
main points:
1. Existing investment choices are not looking at
gender diversity comprehensively-- board diversity
does not represent gender diversity.
2. The available data does not support a causal
relationship between gender diversity and company
performance, positive or negative. That’s not
necessarily a drawback; I see it as more reason that
companies should be gender blind in their practices.
 
 

With this in mind, I hope that, soon, we will start
investing in portfolios similar to the one above --
one that truly reflects the changing culture and
progress toward equality for women in the
corporate workplace. I hope that investors can
realize and pay attention to the set of factors that
a young woman like me values.
 
We want companies to give us equal opportunities
and treatment. We want companies to care about
our career paths, to acknowledge the barriers that
inherently exist because we are women, and to
actively take steps and eliminate these barriers.
We want to work for companies that listen to us.
To borrow a line from Just Invest - until next time,
invest with intention.

By Sabrina Chen

LAdy Margaret

Hall 
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S C I E N C E  
I S  T H E  N A M E ,  

C O L L A B O R A T I O N  
I S  T H E  G A M E

When male scientists are presented as lone
geniuses, they are often met with
admiration and respect, even when their
work’s very foundation is built on
collaboration. Take the 2017 Nobel
laureates of physics; Rainer Weiss, Kip
Thorne and Barry Barish. Their research on
gravitational waves, which despite its
involvement of thousands of engineers and
scientists, was filtered to down to three
men, with notably little media backlash at
the award.

In the spring of 2019, Dr. Katie Bouman sky-
rocketed to success, when she and her
colleagues announced that they had
produced the first image of a black hole; an
object that is, by definition, invisible. Black
holes are some of the most mysterious
objects in our universe. These regions of
space, in which gravity is so strong not even
light can escape, are so small and far away
that it requires the resolution of a telescope
equivalent to what would be needed to see
an orange on the moon. A team of over 200
collaborators rose to the challenge of
imaging a black hole, using 8 telescopes
from across the world to produce vast
amounts of data, stored in the form of over
half a tonne of hard drives. Katie Bouman, an
associate professor at Caltech who
specialises in computational imaging, led
one of the four teams that created the
algorithm to extract the image from the
data.

After publication, a captivating and heart-
warming picture of Dr. Bouman, in which the
image of the black hole was developing on
her laptop screen, was posted on social
media. A media storm quickly spiralled,

leading to her become the inspiring face of
this history-making research. But as with
many sides of the internet, not all responses
were filled with positivity.

 

It was only a matter of hours after the image
was shared that internet trolls came after
her. Her credibility and role in the project
were called into question and rumours were
spread about her work across many social
media platforms. Trolls went after a new face
of the project, Andrew Chael, another
researcher involved in producing the image
and who was by no coincidence male. But
Chael was quick to dismantle the sexist
backlash Bouman received when he realised
his work was being used against her. Chael
stated, “It was clearly started by people who
were upset that a woman had become the
face of this story and decided, ‘I’m going to
find someone who reflects my narrative
instead’”.

But when this filter was applied to Katie
Bouman, she was met with a hurricane of
distrust and scepticism far more than what
male scientist ever would have received.
However, this narrative of women’s lack of
aptitude for science does not exist in an
online vacuum. It reaches far beyond the
bedrooms of internet trolls, into schools,
universities and the workplace. The
Guardian reported that in STEM workplaces
where the majority of employees are male,
a staggering 50% of women say their
gender has been an impediment to success
in their career, as seen in women’s huge
underrepresentation in journals, especially
high-profile journals such as Nature and
Science, of which women comprise only
25% of first authors. Not only does this do a
great injustice to women, but it also does a
great injustice to science as a discipline.
Science is done by scientists, people who
have just as many social and cultural biases
as the next man (or woman). When
researchers all come from the same tiny
corner of the world, the assumptions they
hold will infiltrate their research. Even
Darwin, a man hailed for his attention to
detail and impeccable scientific skills,
believed women to be “inferior” to men
because they didn’t achieve anywhere near
what men did in Victorian society. He never
stopped to question if this was instead
because women where confined to corsets
and childbearing. Even the foremost
scientists need others to put their biases in
check.
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Be that as it may, we must understand why it is
that Katie Bouman came to be the only face of this
project. Science is rarely ever a solitary activity, but
for a long time there has been a strong bias in how
the stories of science are told, because one
“eureka” moment from a brilliant scientist sitting at
her laptop is much more memorable than 215
smaller faces and names. “No one algorithm or
person made this image,” Dr. Bouman stated.
"We're a melting pot of astronomers, physicists,
mathematicians and engineers, and that's what it
took to achieve something once thought
impossible”. This statement perfectly reflects the
paradigm shift that is happening in modern
science. Scientific innovation is becoming more
and more collaborative, because as our
understanding of the world expands, some of the
most exciting breakthroughs are happening on
the cusp of where one discipline meets another.
This means moving away from the narrative that
scientific innovation is done only by great men
and, too seldom, great women, and instead
recognise the significant advantage collaboration
gives us. The greatest challenges for upcoming
scientists, including sustainable energy and
artificial intelligence, require us to foster an
environment in which researchers are encouraged
to create interdisciplinary and diverse teams to
attack problems that no one person can solve
alone.
 
But perhaps there is something to be said for
sharing the stories of the faces behind the science
too. We can celebrate Katie Bouman’s
achievements without undermining the work of
the other 214 scientists that worked on the project.
And by doing this we will, bit by bit, change the
idea of what it means to be a scientist. In a world
where women’s scientific accomplishments have
historically gone unacknowledged (think Rosalind
Franklins contribution to the discovery of DNA, or
Katherine Johnsons contribution to space flight),
we must show the next generation of female
scientists that they can thrive in this field. And in a
world where some of the top suggestions on a
google search of Katie Bouman include “cute” and
“pretty”, we must show the next generation of
female scientists that they have so much more to
contribute to the world than their appearance, and
give them the confidence to follow their curiosity
into the wonders of the universe, even into the
parts we cannot see… yet.
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E A T - N N O V A T I O N
I N N O V A T I N G  T H E  W A Y  W E  E A T  T O  S A V E  T H E  E A R T H

Food. Some people eat to live, whilst others

live to eat. Today, there are so many

different diets floating around on the

internet, or interesting diets that others

claim to be “the best for one’s body”. No

matter the case though, it remains a fact

that something as simple as our food

choices can help us better inherit this earth

from the generation before us. We can use

food to stimulate the change needed to

guarantee a better future for us, our

children and our one and only planet. By

deciding what to serve on our dinner tables

and how we do so, we are also deciding

what kind of economy we want to support

as well as if, and how, we want to protect

our environment.

 

An increasing amount of research has

surfaced over the past few years,

highlighting to us the hefty impact that

eating meat, particularly pork and beef, has

upon the environment by accelerating

climate change and polluting waterways

and landscapes. Severe deforestation has

also been carried out to make way for

livestock, along with high methane

emissions from cows and use of fertiliser.

This has resulted in greenhouse gas

emissions as high as all the world’s cars,

motorcycles, trucks and aeroplanes. Not

just that, meat rearing practices has also

caused heavy pollution of water bodies,

including the ocean which sustains an

estimated 80% of all life on the earth. 

 

Acacia trees can warn each other of danger.

Baby giraffes use their butts as pillows. Goats

have accents. Bats save us billions of dollars a

year. Scientists have recently estimated that

there are about 8.7 million species on Earth

and they believe that 1-2 million of those

species are animals. These are only a few of

the countless facts about our beautiful earth,

which is rightfully ours. But is it ours to keep?

Is it ours if we continue to dominate it and

destroy it like absent-minded imperialists? 

 

As of today, the average global sea level is

expected to rise 7-23 inches before the end of

this century, more than a million species face

potential extinction due to disappearing

habitats, changing ecosystems and acidifying

oceans and the Arctic region could have its

first completely ice-free summer by 2040.

Polar bears might just lose their homes.

 

Several climate activists have risen up to

protest against the actions of us humans,

including Greta Thunberg as well as those

involved in the Extinction Rebellion. They

claim to be protecting the environment,

calling for the government to take effective

action by “peacefully occupying the centres of

power and shut them down”. Whether or not

these measures are truly effective, however, is

not the point of this article. Rather, this article

will expound on how each one of us can take

action to save what is rightfully ours - through

our food choices.
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Moreover, the oceans also contain 99% of the

living space on the planet. All of this is

threatened if we continue our excessive

consumption of meat. By introducing more

wholegrain, nuts, vegetables and fruits to our

diet, we are not only preserving our collective

planet, but also our own individual planets -

our bodies.

 

Additionally, incorporating more fruits and

vegetables in our diet has never been as easy

and accessible as it has been today. More and

more restaurants have at least a few

vegetarian options on their menus and are

using more plant-based meat options, and

supermarkets have stocked up on plant-based

foods.

 

 One can even find themselves overwhelmed

by the choice of plant-based foods. Hence, it

has become so easy for us to just make the

choice to reach for a plant-based burger patty

instead of a beef patty in the frozen section.

 

 If only we could see and believe that there is

indeed a connection between what we put in

our mouths every day and what is going on in

the earth around us, then we would make the

conscious effort to make a few changes to

what we eat, so that we can save what is

rightfully ours.
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INTERNING AT  LAZARD
 
1. Could you briefly describe the work you
were tasked with as an intern at Lazard?

I mostly prepared presentations - this
generally involved researching companies/the
sector, making/updating financial charts such
as share price and other metrics, and putting
them all together in a PowerPoint for senior
bankers to present to clients. I also updated
indexes that were used by the teams globally,
and summarised financial results.
 
2. How would you describe the working
culture at Lazard?

Everyone was super nice and friendly, and
willing to give up their time despite often
being very busy. I think being pro-active was
really valued - I was encouraged to go and
meet people from around the firm not just in
my team, as well as to approach analysts and
associates if I ever needed help.
 
3. What surprised you the most about your
internship?

Probably how varied the things you could be
working on are. You're placed in a team
covering only one industry so I thought it was
going to be quite narrow, but for some
projects you'll work with other teams if their
expertise is needed. Even if you're working in
one team, there are so many different kinds of
businesses in just one industry, which makes it
super interesting.

 
4. Do you feel you were given enough
responsibility as an intern to be able to truly
develop your skills?

Everything I did was checked by someone in
the team so you don't get much responsibility
in that sense, but I definitely felt that I was
stretched by being given new things to work
on which I had to figure out myself.

5. What would you say was the most
challenging aspect of your internship?

Probably finding a way of being helpful but
not bothering people when they got really
busy. Often when the most urgent things
come up it's quicker for analysts to do it
themselves then to teach you, so you can get
left on your own for a bit. I got used to that
pretty quickly though, and overcame it by
generally learning about other things (e.g.
looking through old presentations/models) so
I was better placed to help later.
 
6. What are the main insights into the world
of investment banking that you gained
through your internship?

Definitely the lifestyle, what day-to-day work
life is like, and an idea of what kind of people
you're likely to meet and work with in the
industry. It was great for really understanding
what the work involved (both in terms of
content and the skills needed), and trying it
out for myself.
 
7. What did you enjoy the most about your
internship?

Meeting the people at the firm! Everyone was
really interesting and very nice, both current
employees and the other interns. I also learnt a
lot about finance first-hand which was great.

.
8. What are the key learning points you
gained from your time at Lazard?

Don't be afraid to ask if you're stuck! The junior
bankers were so friendly and always very keen
to help. Also, don’t feel afraid to put forward
your own ideas, particularly small ones such as
how you might go about structuring a
presentation or model. Lastly, that the other
interns can be a great source of help/comfort!

9. What advice would you give to a student seeking to undertake a
spring week internship at Lazard?

Be open-minded, but also really try to imagine yourself in the
company and see if it would be right for you - do you want to do the
work (ie, do you find the content interesting)? Do you like the
people you meet (both on the spring week and those already at the
bank)?If you do an internship, the most important thing is not to
worry about whether you're going to get the job offer at the end or
compare yourself to the other interns - the most important thing is
to be yourself and focus on making life easier for your team (which
is what you are there for). Everything else will follow!

An Interview with victoria Hasan, St Anne's College
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An Interview with Hasina manzoor
Worcester College

3. How do you feel your understanding of
business and entrepreneurship has developed
over your internship?

Due to the fast-paced nature of the start-up, I was
thrown into the deep end as soon as I joined. This
meant that I had to quickly learn how the business
functions and what their goals, objectives, and
strategies were. I had the opportunity to see how
company activities were relayed to investors
through monthly reporting, how new product
ideas were implemented, and how clients were
guided and managed. I was also involved in
strategy, helping to implement the roll-out of
OKRs and KPIs to monitor and achieve company
milestones.    It’s almost impossible not to get
exposed to all areas within a young company. The
nature of a start-up lends plenty of opportunities
to gain lots of exposure to all areas of the business,
as opposed to being part of a larger company. For
example, you might overhear brainstorming for
new design features at the table next to you or
chat with the CTO over lunch – you’re naturally
involved with every part of the business and
effectively stay in the loop. From interacting with
different parts of the business, I was able to see
other job roles up close and gain a good sense of
how the teams come together. 
 
4. What did you find rewarding about your
experience?

It was rewarding to make a meaningful
contribution to the company and have had a hand
in shaping the vision for the company’s future. I
experienced a massive learning curve as I learned
about a new industry that I previously knew little
about, as well as learning about the nuances of
growing and scaling a company (which would
especially be useful if I decide to start a business
one day!).I had the freedom to learn more about
my working style, the types of tasks I enjoy, and
what my strengths are.   The work culture
promoted creativity and openness to new ideas, so
I felt that my opinions were listened to and valued.
Datarade placed a lot of trust and faith in me to
take complete ownership of projects, meaning I
could challenge myself and push my boundaries,
whether it was through conducting interviews
with potential candidates or researching and
presenting a video on financial market data.

1. Could you introduce Datarade and the work your
internship involved?

Datarade is a Berlin-based tech start-up that is
revolutionising the way in which external data is
transacted across the globe. Their platform helps
data-driven companies to easily source and
manage external data, which they might use for
anything from fuelling investment decisions to
understanding where to focus marketing efforts.
The website already lists and collects intelligence
on 2,000+ data providers globally and is used by
thousands of data buyers every month.My position
within the company revolved primarily around
business operations, which included finance,
accounting, HR, investor reporting, strategy, and
translation. Over time, the role evolved to also
include social media and graphic design.
 
2. How does Datarade demonstrate innovation in
the work that they are executing within the field
of technology?

Currently, it can be difficult and time-consuming
for data buyers to find the right external datasets
and data feeds amongst thousands of data
providers across the globe. Simultaneously, it’s
difficult for data providers to reach the right
companies with their data offerings and build trust
with buyers. In addition, many data providers try to
diversify their client base to different industries and
countries but lack the tools to reach a global
audience of data buyers. This combination means
that the external data ecosystem is highly
decentralized and opaque, which Datarade offers a
solution to.Datarade’s strengths lie in the data and
intelligence generated about the market, while also
having the technical focus and scale to support a
wide base of enterprise customers. The engine is
fed with data from all kinds of sources, including
proprietary data, user-generated data (like data
reviews), and information from the data providers
themselves, which allows data hunters and
providers to effortlessly connect.

D A T A R A D E

I N T E R N S H I P
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5. What was the most challenging part of starting an
internship in a different country?

Berlin is a vibrant city that is rich in culture and
history, but also renowned for its thriving start-up
scene. Although I was excited, the idea was also
daunting as I have never lived abroad for an extended
period of time. The most challenging part was
throwing myself out of my comfort zone and adapting
to a new culture. Finding accommodation, dealing
with German bureaucracy, and navigating unfamiliar
public transport proved tough, but I was fortunate
that my workplace had an extremely welcoming
environment and my co-workers were there to
provide support with every step. However, I came out
of it with a renewed sense of independence and pride
after having overcome the challenges. Not to mention
the boost to my CV -  having international experience
provides a unique window of understanding into not
only another culture and its norms, but also comfort
with addressing ambiguities. When it comes to
solving problems or evaluating different opinions, the
ability to approach a discussion from a more diverse
viewpoint is a powerful skill. 
 
6. How was social life within the start-up?

We had regular social events (including a trip to
Croatia!) and group activities, which were a way to
create bonds between colleagues and effectively
boost collaboration within the team. The team was
very international (including people from Finland,
Slovenia, and Malta), so I really enjoyed being able to
discuss interesting topics with them and hear about
their experiences and perspectives.Over the
internship, I had the opportunity to get to know the
co-founders and colleagues really well, and I can now
regard them as friends that I’ll certainly keep in touch
with. I worked closely with the CEO, Thani (who is now
the proud owner of the OxWIB pen I gave him), who
invested a lot of time in me, becoming a personal and
professional mentor and inspiring me a lot.

7. Do you have any advice for students seeking

similar work experience with tech start-ups?

Gaining work experience at a start-up offers an

immersive learning experience that will provide

an invaluable insight into how it would be like

to work there. Interns at start-ups tend to be

highly valued and get a lot of autonomy in the

workplace, so it’s definitely a worthwhile

opportunity.Once you’ve found a start-up with

a mission that excites you, demonstrate your

enthusiasm and emphasise your desire to learn

and get involved. I found that people at start-

ups tend to be passionate about what they do,

so being part of a motivational atmosphere can

be inspiring and help to fuel your ambitions for

your future career.
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HT'20 EVENTS
WEEK 1

20/01  President's Drinks

22/01 OxWIB Drop-in

WEEK 2

28/01 

30/01 

04/02 

Partners Group Afternoon Tea

IW: Reeta Chakrabarti

Solon Case Study Workshop

FinTech Panel

WEEK 3

05/02  OxWIB Drop-in

Alix Partners event06/02

WEEK 4
10/02 

13/02 

Law Panel

Commercial Awareness 

Workshop with Chris Stoakes

and Hogan Lovells

WEEK 5
17/02 

19/02 

Tableau Data Visualisation

 Workshop 

OxWIB Drop-in

 

WEEK 6
24/02 

25/02 

Start-ups Panel

OxWIB x OXVC:

Changing the Face 

of Venture Capital Panel

WEEK 7
03/03 

04/03 

OxWIB x OxWIC:

An Introduction to Consulting

OxWIB Drop-in

 

WEEK 8
09/03  OxWIB x Stubbs:

Khlood Aldukheil 

on Women in Saudi Arabia
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